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Abstract 

This paper explores the history behind the international movement for greater climate control and how this progression has influenced 
modern green building technology. From Greek Hypocaust systems to Mexican pueblos, many cultures have succeeded in manipulating 
their built environment. How have these seemingly simple concepts transformed modern society and the building industry as a whole? 
What lessons in geographical adaptive architecture have been overlooked in our desire to control our environment? How can these 
concepts be applied to modern technology to create a more sustainable construction infrastructure? These questions are explored to 
provide a greater understanding of how trends toward isolated control are exponential in relative cost and energy use. The future of 
climate manipulation is hypothesized to be in a mélange of historical precedents and modern technology, interwoven to create 
comfortable but innovative solutions that require less work, money, and energy. 
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Introduction 
 
Seeking shelter is an attempt to control the influence of factors such as dynamic weather conditions or danger from other animals.  
Shelter is also more peripheral and includes rational such as creating a community bond and storing precious goods.  Wolves, bears, 
and early man dwelled in caves.  Then fire was invented and the smoke caused man to build a cave that would vent the smoke but 
retain the heat.  This is the first and instance where man manipulated his environment and attempted to regulate his comfort. Following 
this seminal moment in our species history, man has attempted, with varying degrees of success, to improve upon his surroundings.  
Traditionally, environmental comfort in the sense discussed here is defined on two axes: humidity and temperature.  They have a 
complicated relationship and as shown later are difficult to manage simultaneously.  Our history is riddled with failed attempts at 
stabilizing both factors but this paper will mainly highlight the successful attempts and draw the conclusion that as technology advances 
we create more variables that need consideration.  Thus, instead of creating habitable spaces, we create new problems and new issues 
arise.  These factors increase cost, energy, and construction time.  Through our desire to sustain our planets resources, we have taken 
a closer look at the building construction and maintenance process.  Indoor environmental quality is a strain on modern energy resources 
and when we transpose historical techniques for temperature and humidity control onto modern building and material technology, we 
find improved efficiency. 
 

Background of Historical Thermal Comfort Solutions 

The story behind the advent of the modern HVAC system is an evaded but interesting topic that must be explored further in order to 
draw a conclusion between energy use and thermal comfort. Below is a simple review of the most influential inventions and adaptive 
solutions for climate control through human history. Looking back across these discoveries, one can easily see the patterns that have 
shaped the systems predominantly used today. The term HVAC is an acronym for heating, ventilation and air conditioning, which is a 
composite of the main functions, which contribute to our thermal comfort. Today, there are a few types of HVAC composite systems 
that have dominated the market and they are divided into commercial or residential use. Both applications typically use mechanical 
systems that are designed to isolate and control the thermal and humidity qualities of a space. How did these systems develop? How 
did the Greeks, Egyptians, and early American Settlers tackle the thermal comfort issue? What events in history helped define HVAC 
and what are the other methods prevailed?  

Human civilization is known as originating in the Indus Valley which is located between North East Africa and South West Asia.  The 
climate here is hot and dry making a relatively comfortable climate at which humanity can survive.  However, as one travels North or 
South, the cold becomes a mortal barrier. Thus, for nomadic reasons, fire prevailed as the impetus for heating.  The inventions that 
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follow all surround the efficiency, control, and malleability of fire as a heat source.  Subsequently, as mortality became less of a critical 
issue, comfort reigned.  History tells of a civilization that began to seek a stable humidity and temperature to create thermal comfort.  
From this desire stemmed chilled air and then progressively conditioned air. 

Brazier 

One of the devices to control fire for heating is known as a Brazier, a Hebrew word originating from the Egyptian word ‘Ach. Braziers 
have been discovered in archeological excavations like the Nimrud brazier which is now housed at the Iraqi National Museum that 
dates back to 824 BCE [1]. A brazier was merely a fire box, first made from dense wood and later from porcelains and metals. The box 
kept hot coals from a fire pit and holes on all sides to maximize heat while minimizing smoke. They typically had a handle to hang on 
doors or legs to sit on the floor. People would carry them from room to room, taking the heat with them as they moved. 

The Qin Dynasty was the ruling dynasty from 221 BC through 206 BC and is most well-known for starting construction on the Northern 
Border (Great Wall). They are lesser known for their infiltration of Bizhao, a type of wall furnace that was the prominent heating device 
used by common village people in their homes. The Bizhao is essentially a brazier; the knowledge was thought to be distributed through 
the great trade route through Siberia. The connection shows how important a role heating was to early civilizations. Ancient China was 
advanced in the manufacturing of iron and developed several types of braziers: the Huotang  (fire pool), Huoqiang  (fire 
wall), Bizhao  (wall brazier) and Luzhao  (standard brazier) [2]. They generally used woods and charcoals for heating. In 
Japan, the Hibachi was similar to a brazier. They were predominant in Japan from 798-1185 AD as they were made of either carved 
out wood or porcelain as metal was scarce in the region. 

Rammed Earth 

“Evidence of the early use of rammed earth as been seen in Neolithic archaeological sites of the Yangshao culture and the Longshan 
culture in China along the Yellow River dating back to 5000 BCE. By 2000 BCE, the use of rammed earth architectural techniques 
was commonly used for walls and foundations in Chin” [3].  Rammed earth is a building technique for the construction of walls using 
the raw materials of earth, chalk, lime and gravel. It is an ancient building method that has seen a revival in recent years (in America 
mainly due to Department of Agriculture sponsored studies) as tenants seek more efficiency from buildings and lean toward 
environmental stewardship. Because of the nature of the materials used it is incombustible, thermally massive and very strong and 
durable. It also has the added advantage of being a simple way to construct walls. Traditionally, rammed earth buildings are common 
in regions where wood is in scarce supply. 

Figure 1 shows the construction of a rammed earth wall. Formwork is set up creating the desired shape of the section of wall. The 
material is then compacted either by hand or machine to at least half of its original height. Further layers of material are added and the 
process is repeated until the wall has reached the desired height. Once complete, the wall is able to stand alone. The wall will start to 
cure within one hour but may take up to two years to fully harden.  

Figure 1: Rammed earth construction [4] 
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In relation to comfort, a rammed earth construction has excellent thermal mass properties; it heats up slowly during the day and releases 
its heat during the evening. This can even out daily temperature variations and reduce the need for air conditioning and heating. On the 
other hand, rammed earth is not a good insulator. Like brick and concrete (which also have excellent thermal mass), rammed earth is 
often insulated in colder climates. The thickness and density of the walls lends itself naturally to soundproofing and the materials used 
in the walls make them virtually fireproof. Rammed earth has been used around the globe for millennia in a wide range of climatic 
conditions, from wet northern Europe to dry regions in Africa. Rammed earth walls may be placed within the weatherproof fabric of 
the building. Depending on conditions walls may also have external insulation, soft plaster, timber cladding or a number of locally 
specific finishes which are applied to masonry buildings. 

Windcatchers and Qanats 

Following the need for heat, came the need for cooling. As people became less nomadic and started developing more permanent cities 
and infrastructure, a need for cool gathering spaces during the high heat of the day became prominent. One of the most significant 
passive systems is the development of the windcatcher and Qanat system shown in figures 2 & 3.  

“Medieval Persia had buildings that used cisterns and wind towers to cool buildings during the hot season: cisterns (large open pools 
in central courtyards, not underground tanks) collected rain water; wind towers had windows that could catch wind and internal vanes 
to direct the airflow down into the building, usually over the cistern and out through a downwind cooling tower. Cistern water 
evaporated, cooling the air in the building. Wind catchers were widely used throughout the medieval Muslim world, where they were 
used for air conditioning in many cities. From the early 11th century through the 15th century, the Greeks, Romans, and of course the 
Indians were inventing ways to handle the extremes of their environment”  [5]. 

  
Figure 2. Plan of Garden House at Shiraz with Cistern [6] Figure 3. Badgir in conjunction with a Qanat [7]. 

Although it is not known who developed or when the first windcatcher came about, engineers have concluded four distinct principles 
shown in figure 4 which a windcatcher system is defined: the tower, the qanat, the humidity factor, and the insulated walls. 

Figure 4. An  anbar with double domes and windcatchers [8] 
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A windcatcher has a vertical component with a cap and several sides.  Due to the religion of the region, typically four sides are given 
to the tower to represent the four directions, although more or less would suffice. “By closing all but the one facing away from the 
incoming wind, air is drawn upwards using the Coandă effect, similar to how opening the one facing the wind would push air down 
the shaft.  This generates significant cooling ventilation within the structure below, but is not enough to bring the temperature below 
ambient alone—it would simply draw hot air in through any cracks or windows in the structure below” [5b]. Thus, the windcatcher 
does not bring in wind to cool the underlying rooms but rather creates a pressure differential, which sucks up the cool air from the 
qanat.  A qanat is like an underground reservoir surrounded by dense rock.  The heavy rock insulates the stream or pool against the hot 
day while simultaneously the weight of the cold air is not able to battle the lighter hot air and thus is trapped in the reservoir.  The 
tower, through the Coandă effect, starts the movement of the heavy air up into the cool rooms below the tower.  

As the cool dry air moves over the cooler water, even more of its heat is lost to the humidity of the reservoir. Through the movement 
of dry air between the cold airborne particles of water, the air loses temperature. Once the air moves into the rooms located below grade 
the air settles. Due to the thick clay walls of the rooms, the air has difficulty escaping and the heat from the sun is slow to draw through 
the wall into the room.  However, if no qanat exists such as in a windless environment or waterless house, then the windcatcher functions 
as a solar chimney.  “It creates a pressure gradient which allows less dense hot air to travel upwards and escape out the top.  This is 
also compounded significantly by the day-night cycle mentioned above, trapping cool air below.  The temperature in such an 
environment cannot drop below the nightly low temperature.” [5b]. The cooling powers of the windcatcher and qanat system have been 
so successful that refrigeration devices, called the yakhchal, were routinely used.  These devices are able to store items and water at 
near freezing temperatures even in the dry hot summer months.  In fact, it is this dry climate that make the windcatcher and qanat 
system so effective.  Smaller devices called badqirs can be typically seen on top of buildings in the cities surrounding what once was 
Persia. 

Modern HVAC and Thermal Comfort 

The era surrounding the industrial revolution saw a sudden increase in the inventions and evolution of the HVAC systems.  Faraday, 
Carrier, Trane, Joule, Rankine, and Carnot all contributed to the modern day version of the Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning 
system.  The furnace system with centrifugal fans, high pressure steam heating systems, and axial flow fans with small electric motors 
were in demand.  The first fan coil dehumidifying system was made by a company called Buffalo Forge.  The same company made the 
first spray type air conditioning device.  The first railway and industrial air conditioning system was devised by Sturtevant, including 
a backward inclined blade centrifugal pump.  Buffalo Forge designed a system to remove dust particles from air streams [9]. 

Heat developed from friction was considered a form of vibrations.  Carnot founded thermodynamics and James Joule discovered that 
work produces heat.  During this time, a change in thought occurred and heat began to be considered a form of energy.  Hot water 
heating systems were used for large commercial and public buildings and the first warm furnace was developed. Houses with water 
spray systems to humidify and cool were used.  Supply air and exhaust air systems started to be driven by steam engines.  The science 
behind developing heat and cooling was explored. The idea of heat as energy was explored and science began to explore how energy 
could be exchanged. “A device that removes (extracts, recovers, salvages) heat from one airstream and delivers it to another airstream 
is called an air-to-air heat exchanger.  There are typically two types of heat: sensible and latent heat.  All of the exchangers recover 
sensible heat, but some recover very little latent heat.  Sensible heat is heat that can be sensed by your fingertip or a thermometer.  
Latent heat is the heat that has converted a solid into a liquid or has converted a liquid to a gas” [10]. 

The HVAC industry started using Scotch Maine type boilers with oil and gas burners and induced or forced type fans were used.  A 
system which brought down the temperature to 10 degree Fahrenheit but increased the humidity to uncomfortable levels was popular.  
The first forced air system which used a fan was developed followed by the first centrifugal refrigeration machine for air conditioning 
large spaces [11]. Hydronic circulatory pumps and radiators started to be used in air conditioning systems for circulating water in the 
system.  Following was the adaptation of air conditioning for residential use.  Room coolers that used the technology of the refrigerators 
were made.  

An Energy Crisis 

Up through the early 1960s, the world was mostly concerned with how to create and control warmth and cooling for occupied spaces. 
The world had come to a climax where almost all spaces had some form of manipulation to influence the temperature and humidity. 
Automobiles, residences, commercial buildings, even patios were equipped with some form of mechanical conditioning device.  
Technology was able to support the first man to walk on moon with life support and heating systems.  

The question was begged: what about the fire? In other words, the load had increased to an all-time high and questions were starting 
to form about how the energy supply would be able to match. With population skyrocketing and construction growing exponentially, 
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the new problem dealt with efficiency.  Technology and policy following this period predominately concerned efficiency and the ability 
to harness energy from sources that were renewable. When the invention of the solar cell was marketed across the globe, a paradigm 
shift occurred for many in the construction industry. Architects and engineers began to look back at primitive structures and discuss 
how these principles and systems could be applied to our modern built environment [12]. It took many years for the ideas of passive 
systems to infiltrate the hard won minds of the industry. The HVAC industry is a large economy and a buildings mechanical system 
represent approximately 30% of construction costs. However, even for the owner this is not realized savings as passive systems take 
more detail and calculations from the architectural side of the house [13]. 

Following the paradigm shift, insulation materials advanced significantly and the idea of a “building envelope” perforated the industry. 
The National Association of Realtors (NAR) office headquartered in Washington, D.C. used 30% less energy by specifying efficient 
HVAC systems and installing high performance curtain wall glass [14]. Modernizations to the HVAC mechanical system, like the 
heating pump, were developed. A heat pump heats on the reverse refrigeration cycle and on lower outdoor temperatures. Thus 
minimizing the need for additional equipment and it has greater efficiency. 

The ACHV Institute developed the SEER system. SEER is a function of the ratio of output cooling in Btu/Hr. and the input power in 
watts W at a given operating point and also to the coefficient of performance (COP) commonly used in thermodynamics.  The COP of 
a heat pump is determined by dividing the power output of the heat pump by the electrical power needed to run the heat pump, with 
both powers measured using the same units, e.g. watts. In short, the SEER is an efficiency rating and the US Department of Energy 
requires higher and higher ratings every few years. Due to the over usage of refrigerants the environment was endangered and thus the 
United Nations Montreal Protocol for protection of earth’s ozone layer was signed. With the help of international organizations, the 
use of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) which deplete the ozone layer was phased out from use. A multi-million dollar research program on 
air conditioning and refrigeration system began [15]. 

Modern Passive Systems: A Look Back in Time 

As scientist diligently work toward creating low energy and low impact solutions for creating comfortable environments, it appears 
that they are building off early technology. The trend in the 1960s was to seal off a building and to control the environments temperature 
and humidity. However, to get these results is necessary to heat, then cool (for humidity), then reheat the air again. This is extremely 
inefficient and leads to several other issues with regards to mold and equipment space. Through society’s movement toward efficiency, 
once again, ideas such as the thick thermal massing of the pueblo Indians and high/low pressure differentials to stimulate air movement 
such as the qanat/windcatcher system of the Persians are being revived. Scientists are creating new technology that utilizes the concepts 
of yesterday with efficiency that can carry the future.  

One example, of this new movement is passive solar homes.  This type of home design uses a room or additional connected structure 
as a solar thermal energy collector.  It is more productive if the addition is on the side of the building that gets the most sun.  It functions, 
but having large amounts of glazing on the addition and top and bottom vents on the partition wall.  The sunlight passes through the 
glass and warms the sunspace using a principle called isolated gain.  The top vent allows the hot air to move throughout the rest of the 
house while the lower vent moves the sinking cool air from the center of the house to the exterior portions [15b].  Most common is 
called a Trombe wall which is directly behind the window glazing. As shown in figure 5, it collects heat and passes it into the room 
while simultaneously generating air flow. This idea was based on a mix of the historical precedents of the thermal mass walls and the 
Persian windcatchers.  

 
Figure. 5. Modified Trombe Wall [16] 
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Solar heat not only warms spaces but cools them too. “Many passive solar designs include natural ventilation for cooling. Casement or 
other operable windows for solar gain can also be fitted with vertical panels, called wings, on the windward side of the house. These 
panels accelerate the natural breeze in the interior to keep the air cooler” [17]. 

This trend continued and is now even being considered a luxury as HVAC once was. For example, the prestigious architecture firm, 
Perkins + Will, now specializes in natural ventilation and biophilic design as a whole. In a multi-million dollar project, they designed 
the LA Federal Courthouse as seen in Figure 6 to utilize both natural and mechanical systems simultaneously and efficiently. This was 
a first in the HVAC field where the thought of uncontrolled mixing of air was considered inefficient, costly, and disruptive. As in figure 
6, the courthouse divided up the spaces and used the historic applications of thermal massing, shading, chimneys, and pressure 
differentials to create barriers between the two systems [18]. 

 
Figure. 6.  LA County Courthouse Section [19] 

Another example of a respected architect merging historical building concepts and technology for thermal comfort is Ken Yeang [21]. 
Yeang has been practicing architecture for over 30 years and has built a career on the idea of biomimicry architecture, modeling the 
built environment after nature. In his most recent work he has developed into the conundrum of skyscrapers and even pushed the status 
quo into developing a biologically inspired series of super skyscrapers that model the latest engineering trends while also paying tribute 
to historical systems [20]. Solaris, Yeang’s most recent high rise (Figure 7), is leading the way in sustainable design and construction 
innovation. With regards to thermal comfort the short summary below provides an excellent overview. 

Naturally Ventilated and Day Lit Grand Atrium - A public plaza between the two tower blocks 
provides a space for communal activities and creative performances.  This naturally ventilated ground 
floor operates as a mixed-mode (non-air conditioned) zone with an operable glass-louvered roof over 
the atrium providing protection from the elements while enabling full ventilation when needed.  
 

Pocket Park / Plaza - Ground level landscaping, linking to one-north Park across the street, allows 
for cross ventilation of the ground-floor plaza and provides a venue for social/interactive events. 

Extensive Sun-Shading Louvers - The project's climate-responsive façade design originated with 
analysis of the local sun-path.  Singapore is at the equator and the sun-path is almost exactly east-
west.  Facade studies analyzing the solar-path determined the shape and depth of the sunshade louvers, 
which also double as light-shelves.  This solar shading strategy further reduces heat transfer across the 
building's low-e double-glazed perimeter facade, contributing to an extremely low External Thermal 
Transfer Value (ETTV) of 39 W/m2.  In conjunction with the spiral landscaped ramp, sky gardens, and 
deep overhangs, the sunshade louvers also assist in establishing comfortable micro-climates in 
habitable spaces along the building's exterior.  The combined linear length of the building's sun-shade 
louvers exceeds 10km.   

Roof Gardens and Corner Sky Terraces - Vertical landscaping acts as a thermal buffer and creates 
areas for relaxation and event spaces.  These extensive gardens allow building occupants to interact 
with nature and also offers opportunities to experience the external environment and enjoy views of 
the treetops of one-north Park.  As it reaches each corner of the building the spiral ramp expands into 
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generous double-volume sky terraces.  Upon completion, the sum of the project's vegetated areas will 
exceed the footprint of the site on which the building sits [21]. 

 
Figure. 7.  Solaris Skyscraper [21] 

Not only the private industry, but the government has also elected to lead the way in creating efficient energy systems. Beyond the 
mandate that as of fiscal year 2008 all government new construction will meet LEED Silver standards, is the additional prescriptive 
requirement for meeting energy efficient regulations like EPAct05 and EISA. These are proving innovative solutions such as the 
military hospital in Fort Belvoir, Va., which uses a heat recovery chiller system to deliver 27 percent in energy savings. Usually, 
Hospitals are noted for their energy consumption.  

“This one will use a Multistack heat recovery chiller to help reheat the building. It also is using high-efficiency variable speed drive 
chillers and variable speed air fans to ensure that less energy is wasted. The choice of chillers with variable speed drives came as the 
result of a life cycle cost analysis. ‘To maximize efficiency at a partial or minimum load, variable speed drives are used to reduce 
impeller speed. This results in a system that consumes much less energy during the year than any other capacity control method,’ 
Theodore E. Zsirai, senior vice president of HDR told ContractorMag” [22]. 

Waste heat from fan coil units will help provide energy for cooling, while additional energy will be captured from cooling coils in air 
handling units. The building also will rely on lighting and thermal controls, occupancy sensors and optimizing available daylight to 
help trim energy bills.  The building also will use an innovative integrated rainwater and condensate water collection system to capture 
and store up to 160,000 gallons of reusable water for the chiller and other needs. 

Conclusion 

Through thousands of years of civilization, humans have developed simple but sophisticated systems for adapting comfortably to their 
surrounding environment. While the Industrial Revolution let to the immense popularity of mechanical ventilation systems, the current 
energy crisis comingled with the inefficiency of mechanical systems in practice has led to a paradigm shift looking back on historical 
practice. Modern architects and engineers are applying passive systems to not only to residential applications but to super-skyscrapers 
and medical facilities. Through advanced technology with regards to materials and the relearned lessons of the past, the built 
environment is prepared to endorse a ventilation revolution. 
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